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Dear Bill — or whoever you are:
Very clever, passing yourself off as Bill Bowers, I
must say. But no one will believe that this thing is really OuXWOSMIa 31. No one!
But I’ll play along with the gag... Whoever you are, I found 031 of great interest,
in any case & I thank you for sending it. As you may know, I hold the real BB in high
regard — I must or I wouldn't be writing this when I should be writing to John
Brunner or Darrell Schweitzer or Jack Williamson or Dick Geis or a whole gob of others
I desperately need to get back to... But enuff name dropping.
Who are you, really?
beau bilges
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That’s really a rather personal question, you know — and everyone knows I don’t dis
cuss those kind of things in print.
Who am I, really__ ?
The instant "answer" is that I am the end product of everything I’ve done...and
of everything that’s been done to me...for me...or through me. And all of that would
be a "true" answer, but not necessarily a real one.
The "real" answer is, of course, is that I am who I say I am whenever I point to
the entity that I fondly refer to as "I".
And now that you have graciously accepted the fact that I am indeed btu, bowsrs,
that I live at 2468 Harrison Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 45211, and that this is the 2nd
Spring 1S83 issue of my fanzine Ou&MDt£di>—that is my 126th Publication.. .and that it
is available by Editorial Whim, of for US$1.00 per issue—well, now perhaps we can get
on with it... ?
I thought so.
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During this gloomy period of the world's existence, it takes
something like the resurrection of Oa/W0k£di> to reinstill hope
within the depressed spirit of fankind. Next to the Second Coming of Christ, I least
expected to see a new issue of OW. Now that it is here, in all its twilltoned glory,
I can face the future with some feeling of anticipation. If #31 has arrived, can
#32 be far behind?
Certainly there will be those among your readership who will remark on its—er—
return to more basic, more fannish, reproduction- - values. The aforementioned gloom
affects more than the world's economy, eh? In this case I applaud the simplification;
the fuzzier it feel", the more fannish it is (hmm. That could be applied to many aspects of our microcosmos, come to think of it).
But of course it is more than means of repro that makes a fanzine fannish, and in
the case of this issue, the material withim is so fannish that it has virtually become
a personalzine rather than the slick, crisp, sercon OW of yesteryear. I somewhat miss
some of the aspects of the old OW, and can only hope that your implied resumption of a
fresh (reasonably frequent?) publishing schedule will cause your old contributors to
restoke the creative fires and feed OH with new material.
That brings up a minor quibble—y’see, except for Dave Docke’s article, almost
nothing in this issue is new besides your editorial commentary for those, admittedly
a limited number, of your readership who read '(vnokjj&t. and/or attend Confusion. I
realize that to a goodly number of readers this will all be N*E*W and sparkling fresh,
but in some cases this is ny third re-reading. (Housing a mimeo can have its drawbacks
JACKIE CAUSGP9VE

I'm afeared.) But I'll try, Bill, I'U really try to dredge up somethi
.
of or seeing ZTiTnc^^^
™ * fill~ln for those wh°
^ave missed hearing
or seeing you since OW 28/29:
In tie six plus years intervening, I've attended over
formed
With 16
seniorlty, ™ved 200 miles downstate (...)
raised fis^l
1PS (so^e '^rked", some didn't-but all have been "interesting") , have
raised fiscal irresponsibility to a new artform..." Having myself "quit a job with
trinTome
"+
2°°°
tO
*nd baCk again (after ^abortive
trip some 500 miles to the East and back), and ending up in the same area you have
it
°°n
i
tO raallze this much similar difference had occured in both of our lives,
S,1.X~P1US yea^° *Guip* The number of conventions I’ve attended in that
nterval don t come anywhere near your total of 75 (maybe 20) but except for that.
V
CO^relation in °ur recent histories. As with all such superficial
similarities, the closer one looks the less analogous they become, but at first sight,
nnt°U”t fhem striking° Not that 1 see any significance to the juxtapositioning, I only
note it for amusement's sake...
y
slateTln^^
Of Midw.eStern ^dom that you gave in the article originally
elated for Leah ZeIdes Imp was involved, convoluted, and drenched in esoterica. Even
so, it wasn t what I‘d call a "typical" Bowers piece. You worked on that one; the
St^inS
show' 1>m sti11 not sure just what you were intending to convey to
beavu d£trSf
Afferent things to different ones), but I garnered a
heavy de&e of wistfullness. Not nostalgia for the dear old, fun old days of yore, but
or people who aren't here anymore. Some because they've moved on, some because they
never 'were , really, and more than a few who stayed, but... changed. One fact of life
not grasped until post-puberty is that human growth is a never-ending cycle
I guess
you are still examining that fact-or were in 1981-and were perhaps trying to point
to your hard-won knowledge to others who might have missed it. I dunno, but in any
case, it was a good read.
y
The closing piece -another "reprint'’—was the most recent, but, still and again
I'd "read" it three times already. The first was the day before Confusion 101. You
hac. run off -tbl
this issue’ of OW . and given me a "contributors" copy t-x(it<- may vc
be IJOUT Sllkscreen, b_ ”4G—
—
■
---....................................
a
s
nunieo)
explicit instructions NOT to read the last 3 pages
COVerad your speech to be given at the con. But when the call didn't come
by^Jfd^eSday night' telling me I had a ride to Ann Arbor, curiousity won out and I
read it the next morning. That afternoon you phoned to say you had room in your car
and I could go after all. *Sigh*
the speech
——it
reads-----bett:
than it listens
... Tnen , of course I heard
,
—-------—
j-j-o
, by the way
(but you xnow your public speaking delivery isn't what it could be)—and I explained
some of the more muddled parts to Martha Beck who I’d ^////////.
asked to
sit with me during the Opening Ceremonies. I still think it one of your best ideas—
visually idea_. for presentation to an audience—and a well-written one. I could "hear"
your voice while reading it and, even if the actuality didn't match the fantasy, that's
a good sign in my book. Now if you'd only learn to rehearse...
The third time was as I read ON 31 in order to write this LoC, and by then I felt
enough was enough. It was time to call it quits.
quits which coincidentally, brings me to
the end of this letter.. Handy timing eh what?
fpaferjjGS I 8828 AU’IPSK AW.
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The
one thing that this incarnation of ■’ -'ibtWOJlZdA will have in common with X.e.noZith
.
(other than a vague physical resemblence) is that its appearance will be tied to cons
that I plan on attending. Not one for every con, I fear...but it's always nice to have
something new aiong; people talk to me that way, you see. Realizing that it would be
a long time until the Midwestcon/Westercon/Rivercori/Spacecon June/July freakout, I
° d° something for Inconsequential .5555, the second weekend in March. It
woui^n t be much—out I had paper s stencils and 12 pages would go for first class. So
I called up Dave and asked if he had any response to his copy of Patrick's letter. At
hTn
t-7?°r tO rich's letter' which he had received and I hadn't—but said
^®.d..^^. “®.Up somethmg m keeping with the brevity of the issue at hand..

Dave
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Fan Lobby

It’s a year of political theater and the plays are all bad, but it would be
appropriate to devote at least one short topic to something of a political nature,
U.S.A, style.
I don’t think we should form a party and put someone up for president, though it
might not be too unreasonable to view fandom as a special-interest group and establish
a fan lobby in Washington D.C. All such groups have lobbyists, and we wouldn’t want
to be left out.
The fan lobby, probably chosen from our supply of the more
politically
oriented smof-types, would represent our interests in the big world out there. You
know: ffandania, U.S.A.
'■’hat would they do? Well, for one thing they would L-e Hell-On-Wheels toward the
postal budget. On the one hand they would jump through rings of fire to kill any
projected postage increases, and on the other they would work like beavers to get
postage exemptions for fanzines. But on what basis? Whatever sounds like it might
work, of course. Maybe they could just do some logrolling with other special interest
groups, or bribe political figures, or work it out in some other American Way.
Definitely forest management is something they should keep an eye on. Practices
like exporting logs are suspect in times when we’re riding the pendulum in and out of
paper shortages and high prices. Our lobby would have a finger on the pulse for the
sake of protecting our interests in mimeo paper, fanzine mailing envelopes, and apa
jet-packs. Plus maybe science fiction and fantasy books, if they have the time.
Skyrocketing hotel room rates are not being adequately discounted for conventions
of non-profit, education-oriented people such as ourselves. Ue should receive in
creased incentive to get together and do our thing for the greater glory.
Our lobby should push for additional three-day weekends to allow an increase in
the number of major science fiction conventions. They can support energy consumption
rate incentives for people who use electric mimeos instead of watching television all
day, and even better incentives for the owners of hand-crank jobs. Our lobby would
press for cheaper and faster transit to ease the accessability and cost of attending
conventions and fan parties, and would work to repeal the Mann Act and any other
legislation that discourages travel.
As you can see from just these few examples, fandom’s interests are as far-ranging
as they are important. It's time that, we speak up and be heard so that we can maintain
our rightful position in the scheme of things. !7hy should we be content to hunch over
our typewriters and our BarCon drinks, horsewhipped and disgruntled with our lot in
life, when the means are there to achieve our ends? Let us achieve our ends with the
beginnings of our awareness that we, we who are the science fiction fans in this
active country, the United States of America, we who want to be
AZsW heard, we can have a voice. Yes, my friends, we can. And we should. He
must, because it is our responsibility not to be deadasses to our own wants and needs.
We must do our part to guide the hards that control our destiny.
Thank you. Thank you, my friends.

Ftut Contact Stofcy
"Take me to your leader."
“You mean host? She passed out an hour ago, Those are her heels showing from
behnind the chair over there."
"I must determine Barth’s suitability for entry to the Galactic Federation."
"Heavy. Here, you want a hit? Take a beer, anyway."
"Do you consider yourselves a warlike people?"
"Only when we’re bidding for conventions. Can I try on your chicken suit?"
"Do you look upon yourselves with excessive pride in comparison to other living
things?"

.
"Nah
Only Charlie over there really believes he’s a Sian. Charlie's the one
with the helicopter beanie and the Jessica Salmonson teeshirt."
"What would you do with permission to engage in interstellar travel?"
"Are you kidding? Uho could afford to travel to Procyon just for a three-rday con?
t would never work. Resides, the mail service is bad enough without having to wait
five years or so to get a hot fanzine from the other side of the galaxy. Forget it."
PREVIL, S&ne F/tom: THE FASTEST GUN IN OUTER SPACE. Intrepid Productions, ,1933.

"Sooner or later, Ringo, you’re going to meet up with something who's just a
lictie. bit faster, Why don't you hang up your blasters, and settle down with me? We
can start a little ranch and raise Bandersnatch.’’
J?No, Sara Jean Bob, the rancher’s life isn’t for me. I need the thrill of that
olo irampas ’Valk,. wondering if this time maybe that alien with fourteen gunbelts will
be the one to do me in."
’Okay, to hell with it. I never liked Bandersnatch. much, anyway."
8ACKTALKIJ4G THE BOOK:

from AND CHAOS DIED, by Joanna Russ, Ace 1970, page 102.

S/ie twisted his Ivttle fingers, sat on his head, screamed. as he slapped her, ran
away on glass feet in which he could sec the frightened convulsing of her •organs."
Backtalking The Book: UP I OHIO - Playful alien with organs in glass feet
astonishes delivery boy in Cincinnati.

BACKIALKIMG THE BOOK:

from SPACE RELATIONS, by Donald Barr, Fawcett 1975, page 138.

Then he opened his fly, filled his lungs, and swam downward."
Backtalking The Book: Shortly after coming hack up he was arrested for exhaling
m public.
GREAT FOMENTS If! SCIENCE FIC1 1W-*.

frora the divjlmk invasion, by Philip k. Dick.

"Amazing Grace always sounded to me like some bimbo at a massage parlor.ff
UJLif 1
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. .. PATRICK NIELSEN HAY PEC

Dave Locke is quite right, and says much the same stuff
satirically in ’S.A.F.E. 1984" as I do rather ponderously in

the latest IzzcUtd.
I enjoy fanzine criticism because I enjoy thinking about how fanzines work. I
also enjoy fanzines for their own sake, so when around 1979 the. great bulk of US fan
zines started tasting like flat soda pop I welcomed the "standards” thing as a needed
and possibly interesting antidote. These days fanzines from all over seem fresher.
more ambitious, more full of that Crisp Natural Goodness! than they did two or three
years ago. given this and given also that a lot of people are getting justifiably tired
t'f being browbeaten, I think it’s time to give the bludgeon a rest. Tell you the truth,
j. doubt the big stick can claim much credit for the improvement I’ve nerceived? in 1979
I was almost completely gafiated , whereas these days I co-edit a monthly fanzine and
write lor a numoer of others. Being engaged with fandom (uh, pardon the gruesome image)
makes a lot of difference towards.one's subjective perception of it.
At the risk of claiming the mantle of Moe or Meenie or some other of Dave's
mnemonically-named characters, I do gotta dispute one smooth one he pulls, namely the
utopian claims for his circle of fanzine fandom. "There are no leaders in my part of
fandom... We don't box people in by imposing standards.
Funny, from here you guys look
as well-versed in the secret arts of low cunning and fanmanship as anyone else. You've
got your influence-wielders, your climbers, your intemperate judgemental outbursts...
but, well, so what? From where I sit in Seattle it doesn't normally get under my skin,
what puzzles me is how Ted White in Falls Church can get so far under yours. I mean,
it's just print: bitching, blowing off steam, no jackboots in sight. ("Imposing"
standards--that’s creating a metaphor and then taking the metaphor as real while fo.
getting the reality. Ja, sure, show me the electrodes & rubber hose.) If, as Dave

says, it's no bi g deal, then why is it such a big deal—to Dave, who went to the
trouble of writing this?
Well, ingenuousness aside, probably because it's a big deal, if not a Really Big
wbaf’n Z
the refined technical terms.) Half the sport in fandom is
vdiat D West calls uhe devious, manipulative" side: making of reputations, exploding
Of myths—illusions, wires and mirrors. What does it mean to be a BNF? Talent, surely;
shH-- at a sort of gentle social manipulation, as well, fun for all, until the egos
start screaming.
’ ’
At the risk of sounding Good-Old-Days, I can't resist theorizing that this sort of
underhanding mythic jousting probably worked better when fandom
smaller and more
— was
---- ----------people knew each
other;
<
''
'
—
,,
. aS lt: 1S US fandom seeins in the process of splitting up into
suspicious frames of reference, everybody afraid for their status
should Those Faggheads over there gain fascist control of the entire discourse. To a
certain excent these fears are well-founded, in that given fandom's current size ain't
no one gonna attain the sort of secure & universally respected BNFdom achieved fairly
frequently by talented fans some decades ago. Doesn't matter how good you are & how
,ard you try when half
audience hasn’t even noticed you exist in the first place,
is thus unaware of your close relationship to Ghu Himself, and therefore isn't afraid
o stomp, on your instep when your rifleshot gunks up their'liwn. Sad, sad. On behalf
it
nt a?e ’ hiowsver’ T'd P°int to the fact that no one else can be such a big
shot either, so chere s little reason to get seriously twisted about it.
enough caveats. Funny stuff. There's a therapeutic maxim to the effect that the
meaning of communication is the response that it gets—communicator's intentions not
withstanding
Given the increasing frequency of this sort of response to the "standards
approach, it s to be hoped that those of us who've been browbeating fandom will now
reallze it’s time to do something else. I'll probably still write fanzine reviews
(sorry, Dave), but these days it's more the understructure of the show itself which
casemates me—the acting quality and production values seem within an up-and-down
range of variation, fine.
"‘"•'nimsini nun
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.ng a lettercolumn is an area of the fanzine discipline that I came to late; the
one m
was Mallardi’s domain, and my previous solo-efforts rarely had to
worry abour handling more than a couple of letters at a time. Still, response is very
important to me: I invite it, angle for it, play to it...and to a large degree I r-n'
demand it (at least if you wish to continue receiving what I do). Still, somethings
gee a bit out of hand I still have boxes of LoCs in response to OW 25 thru 28/29 that
remain to be printed. This time, now, I'm not going to get behind. I'm not. I'm not!
,
^VeTybOay has their own waV of doing these things: one of my quirks is that I often
uo not rise to implicit gambits, nor answer direct questions...even those contained in
he portions of letters that I do print. This is not to construe that I either agree or
-isagree with the unanswered gambits, nor to indicate that I am unaware of the direct
questions. It's simply the way I do things...for my own amusement; just a quirk...
hoc as much novz as in days past, I sometimes run across my name in other fanzines.
Sometimes flatteringly; sometimes attributating stances and actions to me that don't
correlate to my seif-vision of the circumstances—assuming I recognized them—that
provoked such obvious wrong-thinking. In the beginning it was probably shyness mixed
firm 1Pferiority complex that has since graduated into sheer laziness—I think
brilliant a whtty rejoinders, but never get them written down—but for whatever reason,
I rarely respond to comments made to me/about me in the fanzines of others.
...though I do sometimes have t-shirts made up. Or made for me by others
Probably just another quirk.
Hot that I don't notice...and hurt from...the slights and misstatements. Particularly
when, for a change, I have been a completely innocent bystander:
At Pacificon 11' in 1964 / having just completed the three-part serialization of
The Douole:Bill Symposium" in D:B, Mallardi and I threw a party for the contributors,
f.X^:;y.by.^ay./^..Say^,.^an^s..:...,An impressive number of "name" pros showed up, and I

suppose it was a good party, even though in those days I was just as uncomfortable and
out-of-place at my ‘’own" parties, as at any other(s) .
A couple of weeks after a rather incredible return drive ’cross country, I received
a note from a faned-—saying that, since Mallardi had denied him access to our party
when there were people in there he wanted to see, that he was entitled to see, and that
since our having a closed party with a previously invited guest list was terribly un-annish, he didn’t want to have anything to do with either one of us. Therefore, also,
my subscription r.o his fanzine was unwelcome, and he was sending a check refunding the
unused portion of said subscription—less than a dollar, as I recall.
Had I been a different person, I could either have written back protesting that it
was unfair that I suffer because of an action of my co-editor's...or I could have made a
"thing" about the incident in the fannish press of the day.
That fadt that I did neither was not preplanned, but now comes in handy because,
although I've not seen a copy of
since 1964, and although George Scithers still
doesn't send me his other fanzines—I can now show rich brown that I can hold a grudce
longer than he can...
Rather labyrinthine editorial material you contribute (front & back) to
OukWOAZdA 31.
’
,
It occurs to ‘me, though, that reading Bowers must be something of an acquired taste
and people eventually get used to tripping through all those elipses, skipping over some
of those empty but pretentious-sounding power word beginnings (-Pride; Integrity; Guts...
nonetheless, a short digression—that sort of thing) to get to the nitty gritty, and
aipping in and out of timelines as you quote from something you said in 1931, which
quotes something else you said in 1979, referring back to somethincr you may or may not
have done in 1974. Whew! The mind bobbles.
But, as I tried to imply above, this could just be My Problem. Judging by the
numerous quotations here of what you’ve said in years gone by, it does not appear your
writing style has changed all that much. I therefore deduce most of your readers should
not only be used to it by now but perhaps have even been bombed by it all so far back
into the stone age they have expressed appreciation. (I assume, perhaps without good
reason, that a steady stream of criticism aimed at you by those whose opinions matter
to you on this score may have moved you to attempt some change; and, under the somewhat
more arguable assumption that you could have changed had you wanted to, I also assume
either (a) they like it or (b) you are immune to criticism by your friends, or perhans
a bit of (a) and (b) together.
Part- (if not all) of the underlying reasons for my feeling this way may simply be
because I Hold Grudges far too long. This is, perhaps, regretable. I got thoroughly
pissed at you about a dozen years ago over what I considered your shabby treatment of
some relatively new fans who were publishing special issues of their fanzines to benefit
the Bob Shaw Fund; I wrote it up in hZdAdmuttzhlng* 2 but it never got a rise out of you,
either because you never received it (although I did send it), never read far enough to
come across it or just didn’t think it worthy of reply. I suppose calling you a "cheap
schmuck ' in print should have been catharsis enough—but, no, the mere mention of "Bill
Bowers" continued to narrow my eye-slits and bring a sneer to my Uns at least into the
mid-70s. When and if 1 received copies of DukshOkldf, during that time, I enjoyed them
well enough—particularly Benford and Lowndes—but I didn’t bother to read any of your
stuff ana never (to the best of my cast-iron sieve of a memory) wrote to comment on any
of chem. i kept you on my mailing list for trade purposes but can’t honestly say my
opinion ever underwent any radical change—I still thought your treatment of those fans
was shabby and still thought you were a cheap schmuck—but by 1976 I could at least be
objective enough to say in "The Club House" that
was a good fanzine, and even
recommend it over BO fa. and kZnct because of its "balance" between serious and fannish
material. And now, nearly six years later, I'm perhaps even willing to concede it
doesn’t really matter. Perhaps your treatment of those fans was really gracious in the
extreme and you are really generous to a fault; perhaps it 'actually was shabby and you
actually are a cheap schmuck. But—does any of this really matter? Not to me; I should
have shrugged it off long ago.
rich brown

now I m free to trip, skip and dip through your editorials along with everyone
else, and I may even acquire a taste for them after a while.
But...I wonder. Snould I now go back and read the ones I skipped, or just wait
until you quote them all again in some subsequent issue of 0(lipJOk^.df>?
While I strongly disagree with the thrust of the polemic in "S.A.F.E. 1984”, I
nonetheless found parts of it quite amusing—and while some of this amusement of mine
is -'laughing at,' some of it is also "laughing with," if you follow me.
T knew a guy in the Air Force wno weighed about 120 pounds dripping wet; he was
enlisted, waiting to finish up his 20 years of service (he’d had a battlefield commis
sion during WWII) so he could retire. His rank kept fluctuating between Airman Basic
and Airman Third Class because, every time he got a stripe, he go to town to cerebrate,
get a snootful at the roughest bar he could find, pick an argument and take on everyone.
Not just the biggest guy there, and not just all the civilians—after working his way
through them he’d even turn on his friends. I heard once that it took three 200—pound
APs to bring him back to base. The point is, after being reduced in grade for having
gotten into these fights, he would be okay, work really hard, not touch a drink until
they gave him back a stripe—at which point he would repeat the process.
I. mention this not because I see an exact parallel but because Dave, at least
fictionally, seems to see himself in; something of the same light iii which I viewed this
character. slGive me a drink, bighod, and just watch the devastating way I tell those
bastards off!^ Is that what it takes? How he cares to depict himself, even in a fic
tional way, is his concern and not mine, of course, but I found that aspect of his piece
rather funny, in an unintentional and perhaps sad sort of way. But I also laughed
uproariously when I reached the end—where he’s sitting in the bar with Meeny and dis
covering how the S.A.F.E.rs would’ve "coerced" him, had they been allowed the opportun
ity. This has a certain almost universal appeal—because there are damned few of us who
do not have similar skeletons in our fannish closet. It was so good that, after laugh
ing, I sighed with relief because (even though I had suspected it might not be) t pro
vided the reward necessary to make reading the piece all the way through worthwhile.
Even though I "strongly disagreed with the thrust of the polemic."
What may or may not .turn out to be amusing to either of you is that I have a some
what similar piece slated for my editorial in bm 4, which, although it takes the opposite
point of view, makes many of the same points as "S.A.F.E. 1984". Mine is an"expose" of
the SBOF--Society of Boring Old Farts, abk.a., the Secret Bastards Of Fandom. It’ll be
interesting to see what you think of it. I won’t further preview any of it here—I
mention it only because, since we really aren’t far apart on some of the points we make,
we may not be so far apart in other ways. It could all be simple miscommunication or a
matter of perspective. And that's where I’ll address my remarks.
I think Dave is battling a straw man in some places, himself in others. A case in
point: "Don't drop the standards...Just stop the crusade, and put some effort into
setting your own standards. And use them, don’t just talk about them." I can think of
several more-or-less "pro-standards" fanzine, fans. Ted White. Richard Bergeron. The
Nielsen Haydens. Myself. Perhaps Dan Steffan.
Dave doesn't Name Names, of course—perhaps because he realizes how obviously his
comments could be labelled pure bullshit if he did. If he doesn't think he's battling a
straw man, he might have the guts to say specifically which of these individuals are not
"using" but just "talking about" standards. Even with my acknowledged dislike of you,
Bill, which might be thought to prejudice me in your behalf, and even though OubhOJJLcLi
is not published rigidly to my standards (if it were, it would be called beoAdmutZeA.**■&>), I can recognize and appreciate OtttWO.'Mi as a good fanzine. Is Dave saying he
can’t recognize that Gambit, t'JdAhoon, IzzaM, b2.OAdmutt4Ju.nQi, or Boonfrlkk are good fan
zines? Each of them (and I would definitely include Oa&JOAtdi) is, in my opinion at
least, an outstanding fanzine, whether they are acc'aimed so universally is irrelevant;
I think we could get a general consensus on the question, and it’s obvious they are all
published to the standards of their individual editors. On the other hand, if Dave
Locke ever published a fanzine, I don't recall the title. Was it a good fanzine? An
outstanding fanzine? And is it being published now? If the answer to any of these is

individ™** ' is "talking- about standards but not
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pood
Tn fact, 1 toil* toe "overlap" is even greater toar he does
■ ®at-s toe difference betpeen a revleeer and a critic? There are probably gulte a
number—but the most important is that a
reviewer need not express any standards whereas
a critic, at least by implication, must, If I said
HAND OF DARKNESS is a good
oad] book." that would constitute a "review
You can have no ilea of what I mean
when I say it is a "good" or "bad" book, so the ;
■eview can have no value for you unless
you can deduce my standards in some other way. Say I told you TH” L”
AND OF DARKNESS
was a bad book, but then said RIBBED SHITSMAN m For fzas -rst f7-i''
If your tastes

good
could not disregard it simply because I had labelled it bad
a c-it-i +-x
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hand, must say, "THE DEFT HAND OF DAWTESS i- a cred
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t^e other
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agree or
_
While I see nothing wrong with articulating the standards by which one makes
7'
f obviously does—that seems to be the basis of what has him in such a
huff. Some of us have actually dared to come right out and sau we like certain kinds
of fanzines and not others. We say we think som^ ki^
-■
Z' c~rtain
'
and other kinds "are bad because.:'." Hop pave rush^ torpard to Z<Z1 tSf ZZhT It
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all the beans and doormats who'read Ov^o^\ni
off ^'-1 °^S' ,N°
knoc ked off their collect
collective
asses by this astounding revelation.
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For the rest of us, let’s get right on out there
no "objective" standards. Shakespeare has been cited and confirm the obvious; There are'
English language—but it has not always been believed as one of the best writers in the
lence have changed and thu. Shakespeare‘ popularity so, because standards of excelhas waxed and waned and waxed and
waned again over the years. So even . „
vbat sight be "good" or ■^■■/tobliZiZtZ
simply mean wo shareci a particular "subjective" standard. "
"ould
For example, we might agree that a totally illegible f^nrina
= ,, +
since if it can't be read, it can't be enjoyed. Z totoZbt 'ftod j rT
*■*'.
an illiterate fanzine—if pe could agree on vhat ms or ms not ’’lllithZZ°'iZtoern
fanZZ Prevent snother fan fb°"' mailing out his or her illegible and/or Illiterate
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and iTt^ZZ^tudl^toe
done. Pave has a "live
.77
~ VZ attlt^e—if these fans find other fans who en-oy illegible and/or
* -Ain .27- “teX-
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people should do what they want to do. I sincerely hope they enjoy themselves, and
provided their fanzines go to other fans who enjoy this fare, that's fine with me too.
But at the same time I'm also liable to write letters to these fans, or review their
fanzines, if they send them to me, and say I think their fanzine is illegible and/or
illiterate. I will try to tell them why I think this is so. They remain free to agree
or disagree with any or all of my assessments—even to tell me I can stick it in my ear.
What’s perhaps mast amusing about all this is that, when you come right down to
it, we're arguing a difference between Dave's personal subjective standards and mine.
By his standards, one should just ignore these people; by mine, one should say what one
thinks and let the chips fall where they may. Taking a lesson from "S.A.F.E. 1984",
however, I would say it’s obvious that I certainly can't enforce my standards on Dave
but, by the same token, he can’t enforce his standards on me.
And I can live with it—if he can.
° 211,218 3 I 3 6 32 19
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...I'd actually made some 'notes" with which to defend Dave, and to "cite" his fairly
substantial list of credentials—but the hell with it: Dave’s a big enough fan to take
care of himself. (rich might be amused to learn though, that Dave is not among the
biggest fans of my writing "style"...which does prove that he is not withofit faults.)
Curiousity does lead me to ask if fans who lower-case their names, ab well as those who
operate from behind assumed names, march to a different set of standards than the rest
of us...who tend to capitalize on our assigned self-identification labels?
DAVE

t

r

support Your Local

Fanzine" LOCKE:

You asked if I had comments to Patrick and
rich, each of whom copied me on their letters

to you. Well, yeah, I guess I do.
Before you asked, I had locced IzzMld #5 and in an aside told Patrick: "I appreciate
your kind words about the article, and was quite interested in the additional coimtentary.
I was more than a. little puzzled, at first, when you say '...what puzzles me is low Ted
White in Falls Church can get so far under [your skin]." In rereading my piece it
occurs to me that, by name, the Snow White character might be to blame. Nope, wasn't
thinking of Ted."
My original thought about responding to rich was to send him a copy of Patrick's
letter. After all, why should you work the mimeo so I can say something to rich brown?
±hen j. realized that any fan who writes three pages responding to a piece of faan fic
tion deserves encouragement from fanwriters and faneditors everywhere. So, yeah, let
me chat with rich a minute, bearing in mind this Ou&JOkZdf, is targeted for twelve pages.
I have no argument about reviewing and critiquing and articulating the standards
one uses to make judgements. "Dave obviously does—that seems to be the basis of what
has him in such a huff." Obviously? Huff? Did I have trouble articulating my stan
dards to you, rich? I guess I did. No doubt about it. "We really aren't far apart on
some of the points we make," and "we may not be so far apart in other ways." It would
be good to assume so, so let's try again.
What you should bear in mind, rich, is that the story is fiction. It's of the 'if
this goes on’ type and if there’s any moral, it's tolerance. My motive for writing the
story was to get a little more experience writing fiction, and to see if I could write
palatable faan fiction at ti.e same time. Upon finishing it I couldn't help suspecting
that most comments would direct themselves to what was viewed as political elements of
the story. Just physic, I guess.
The difference is in approach, rich. Like Patrick says, "it's time to give the
bludgeon a rest.
Or like Teresa says in IzzcUtd #5: "...somehow I never stumbled
across the idea that the Nature of the Good consists of sitting around arguing about
the Nature of the Good." I appreciate your kind words about the story as a story, but
such lengthy attention to the story-as-a-message is unfortunate if I can’t convey that
the message is tolerance. My guilt is that I don't always practice the message I put
in there. But then, tolerance in all things, except maybe tolerance.
And let's not forget what Charles Fort said about standards: "It's uncanny—or
it s not uncanny at all, but universal—if you don't take something for a standard of

opinion, you can’t have any opinion at all: but,
ff you do take a standard, in some of
its applications it must be preposterous."
bichoTrandtJiustawetehythaVa yOU aiJ in!apa of me as the fellow who says "Give me a drink,
bighod, and just watch the devastating way I tell those bastards off!" During the normal
“s:':usuan? ajrink at
s°in
r™1
ft
. 7
‘ ’,ay' In °aer "°rds- the dllnk
a instant. The
variable is what falls out of my mouth when I speak.
usinaC^emntiaim^"Y°U
cradentials'-to see ^o is talking about standards and not
Wl
“T '
\
Serve? LiStS Of fan^nes (^J, ShcMU, The.
OkU>
and... my, the titles do pile up over the decades), and articles (I’ve
averaged six a year over the last fifteen years since I started keeping track), together
with quoted endorsements and ward nominations? I know you tell Bill and I that your
^is is^tSlu^ ' '’iS
°pini°n at least' an outstanding zine," and I’m sure o '
this is attributable uo a lack of false modesty, but of what value to you is my expression
concerning the quality of my works which you haven't seen?
laoA„
,
---------- Wo' 1 guess what T can do is
lay
Other"S.A.F.E
thin™} b r
efore gou' Par^9 as an example of talking about standards (among
other things), but primarily as an example of trying to use their. Also, I can hope to
see you around fandom more often from now on
Where you been, Loquacio?
D
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MIKE GLICKSOHN

...even though much
.
of the i-ssue is repeat material, it was an enjoyable
read, and certainly an unexpected one. Your publication of Off30. in a
smaller format brought to mind Grant Canfield’s habit of printing a xerox reduction of
Matured
prev,ioUS. issue as part °f each c™* page of his perszine Hot Sludt.
a nart nf'the r.
TeduCtlOn also deluded a reduction of the reduction that had been
a P^t of the previous page so we were treated to a long series of ever smaller copies
°.7^e V®ry f^rst page of each issue. Is this your plan for future issues of Ou&WJMb?
.ill each contain a reduced copy of the reduced copy of if30, until you have a postage ■
S*™P S*
™c™--reduction along with a powerful magnifying glass, followed by a tiny
Can ”^.Telg claim contains a copy of OW30? Well, I didn't really
think so: that d be machiavellian and we all know you’re not that!
Lockers 2eCo?thehind
"prepri^! is finely inspired and utterly brilliant and
I sau Z12sd b
rPe°^ f
C°Uld
°f I* and almost pulled it off.
Lta a r b
1 thlnk DaVe handled his subject matter in a slightly heavyH^eter he °^ andexaggeratedthe attitude of the "standards" crowd a bit too much.
T rnder^b a ’
anarchistic point and while I don't entirely agree with him I think
d-,^a
Whfra h° acaming from. And if even a majority of fanwriters had the sort
of
'S^ai^ard^LGCke liVeS by there WOUld not be ang ™ed
some
Since few fans e e
^te lengthy diatribes on the need for standards in fanac.
his best-r Thfnu th
T. .
°f outpat-even if it represents less than
.
la
theres a cal1 for the occasional article about what fan writing
coerce 7an7intof'l 7°
°f my knowledge there’s no holy crusade being waged to
fall shoTt of
f°11OWlng lhe One True Pa^' though, and that's why I feel Dave's jabs
non~er^tent mark. Damn Fine piece, though, and one I enjoyed reading
...despite giving it less than my best attention...
oo^thfro to be said for brevity in these Friday night speeches . you know.
More time for partying, less time for being los t amidst a sea of restricted comprehensi^11/Zy^htC''COUrSQ' if lJOU pack the sa*e number of esoteric referencedinto
a speech one third the usual length it can get pretty dense at times, as with the
aUtd S T1Ckt°Ckman'^nd the ^rdvark from which I gleaned less than half
life If late alluS1Ons' Thls is the Prfoe I have to pay for having a relatively happy
h
f 1At
Wess: without serious problems to talk over with you I lose track of
your fan°^ng
es°'n Wb
sh°W you cal1 a life a»d
no longer understand
your fanzines.What the hell, it's a price I’ll just have to pay...
glib eTterioT^B^T Sh°.rtg°°d' A1SO guite Rightful behind its
d
Z
y
you
ings you already know so let me end this non-loc
and get back to making up tests for my would-be graduates.
............... . .....................
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.. .an UPdJte''
chArYt-J
,r!p5Gr%°f °Ur longest running serial, Language At Midnight (29
chapters, from OutU)ok£.di 79, 1974...thru Xjbnotcth Thjie.0., January, 1980):
BILLY RAY WOLFENBARGER

0utu)Ofbldf,. It retains a solid memory. "And how many issues
Mr. Bowers, do you plan bringing out during 1983?” asked the

wonder-eyed young fan.
Me-s-mine? Whow. When was the last time??? Living in Oregon still, at the same
old address, in the old house in the
country that's falling down. This October I'll be
40....
years old.
u
Before then I will have my horror novel finished. And last year...a new
child was born. On November 17th (1982) came Catherine Grace Wolferibaraer. She’s
beautiful. Mellow. Very loving already. And Sara, she's such a big girl now, she's
iz years old......... yipes, almost a teenager.
Rarely do I write for fanzines these days. Who sends me their zines these days
anyway. These nights I have other languages, mostly fiction up for sale. And poetry,
always the poetry. Coffee in the late evenings and the pounding of the keys. I rarely
J°°“t anymore; been a se™i-recluse for years. At the moment don't even recall the last
7".°. saw. I was working a seasonal graveyard shift in Eugene. Now I mostly write &
babysit, and retain my dreams. And reading a wild variety of things from people like
John Varley s J.G. Ballard,Ramsey Campbell £ Peter Straub, Fritz Leiber £ Stephen
Gresham, Albert Goldbarth & Tanith Lee... And sinking into dreamy visions of San
rrancisco, eternal Venice West, Chicago, Hanalos, & cities not even named as yet. Oh,
I know, I ve never been the usual "fan", and I never (really) have minded.
O?.l2Zte3 I 22681 C0BLFT5 EOfiD I HARSRISSLW3 I 0.7? I Q7SS5O

.’.;*an<3
typical

July 1 Wil1 be 40 years ol(31 suppose that I've always been the
fan...but I haven't (much) minded, I guess... Still I retain my dreams also'.

You deserve congratulations for getting past the jinx issue for
.
fanzines. You should also be criticized for excessive modesty,
since you don't seem to mention the feat anywhere in the new 0atvJO*£df>. If anyone
claims fandom never changes its basics, you can issue a rebuttal by pointing to the
calm way you went ahead and published the 31st issue which represents the never-publish
ed next issue for a lot of prominent fanzines down through the years.
There's another way in which fandom has changed. Many of its fanzines now publish
little or nothing about topics other than cons. The last loc I wrote was concerned with
a wonderful little story written by a fan in Oklahoma about a semi-fictional fan attend
ing her first con. This loc involves 0wtWO*£d&, every page of which is connected in one
way or another with cons: the text of a speech given at a con or a description of conrelated liasions, or whatever. Tomorrow, I have no doubt, my loc will be written about
the new issue of JJailhoon in which Dick Bergeron will devote 84 pages to a detailed
account of his experiences at his first con in the past quarter-century. I'm not com
plaining, as long as the writing is good: it's exceptionally fine in the fanzine from
Norman and if you have this excessive modesty which I mentioned in the first paragraph,
I don't dare distress you by firing off a volley of favorable adjectives about the con
tents of
But you must realize how unsettling it is for the fraction of one
per cent of the people in fandom who rarely go to cons to. find fanzines, which once
printed material about every conceivable topic, tending more and more to deal with con
matters, wholly or in large part. Fortunately, you behaved beautifully in this OutWohtdA in the sense that you rarely committed the most grievous sin involved in conoriented fanzines, referring to friends and acquaintances only by their first names and
assuming that most of the readers will be able to guess which of the several dozen
possessors of each given name in fandom was meant through knowledge of whom you pal
around with most of the time.
I liked Dave Locke's contribution. But I fear there is a current tendency to
create a non-existent intent and behavior for those who want higher standards in fan
zine publishing along the same lines as those drawn by some of the feminists who have
alleged awful habits and attitudes on the part of male fans toward female fans years
.1.n.t.e.reSted in natura^ess and informality in fanzines than in superlative
HARRY WARNER,

JR.

layout, pro-quality art and impeccable grammar. But I don't think those who are
propathe ™7 hr°tiC tanzlnes have
thoughts about regimenting fanzines, any
”?T 7 ,
!
9ears ag° mir>tained the ignominious treatment of female
fans
TetdbTsi ”
deSCr2i,ed “ t,avlng done “ <*«
extreme writing moods of certain
Your frankness about your romantic problems is commendable. But here again the con
lement is too much for my rigid and antiquated synapses to cope with. I keep wondering
why your group needs the elaborate environment and expensive lifestyle of cons almost 9
euerg weekend to get together and be friendly around each other. Tsn't is sZeth^,
like one of those semi-fictional t/FFF projects that complicate inordinately what could
be a very simple and easy undertaking?
able ^uouTta^^ S™eth'ing else that is undoubtedly irrelevant and not applicableto you at all: if your failure to find permanent satisfaction so far since your
liberalblan,ed on monogamous instincts interfering too much with the
li eral lifestyle which the Up To Date Sexual Revolution has supposedly guaranteed I've
been reading a lot of Robert louis Stevenson, who believed that the ind^uTMerits
a very slight out perceptible legacy from the behaviour of even the most remote ancest* SteZnSO2 llked tO fanClJ hiS ^-strict, fundamental.ist., deeply reUgious grand
father suffered too from occasional twinges inherited from the behaviour of ancestors
Tould^wedbebore tails had vanished and trees had lost favor to caves for housing. It
could worn the other way around, too.
°2l»l33 I £23 SUMMIT AVSNUF? I HAGKRSTOWi I MD I 21740°

. . .probably.
"Monogamous instincts" do enter in, certainly.
.but then I think of myself as not
serially-monogamous. True, the length‘of chapters f luctuaterwildly,
and some
issues have more than one serial running concurrently
'
Y
I'd go into this
further, but a new edition is scheduled to arrive this weekend, and
Would any of "(my) group" care to comment on Harry's equating our wonderfnl rnns
with the N3F? Perhaps Dave Locke, since he's had the most tenure as a Neffer...?
BACKTALKING THE FANZINE (with sudden apologies to DaveL): In
In an
an otherwise
otherwise excellent
excellent
spiel on the effects of cons on fanzine publishing, MIKE GLYER says this: !!I also
fenl^e^
1^+1™ onl\slenj in aPas who Probably would have tried a
genzvne if their talents hadn't been snatched up for local conventions, in Atlanta,
Baltimore, Cincinnati, Toronto, Vancouver, Seattle.”
(Hotter Than Thou. #15, og 34)
...Cincinnati...!
_ Who? Steve Leigh just sold his third novel, but only dabbled briefly in apas. Bill
Cavin runs' Midwestcon & Octocon-and has written 3 LoCs to zines in ten years! Dave
Locke not only doesn't "run" cons...he doesn't go to them much either. Who then?
right •back after whipping up a Spaceccn flyer. —318183
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